The Murray Ave Times
By: Lucy Tobier and Linnea Verhey-Henke

Snow Blower vs. Shoveling vs. Yooper Scooper
Winter is just around the corner and snow is on its
way. We want to know which is better, snow blowers,
snow removal services, shovels, or Yooper Scoopers.
So we asked Barbara and Kevin to find out. Last
winter Barbara looked into hiring someone to shovel
her walk. She went to his website and saw how much
it would cost. That canceled it all. He charged 50
dollars per inch. Last winter Barbra handled her
sidewalk by having her partner and neighbor shovel
her walk, although her partner has a bad back and
her neighbor has a bad knee. One week, her son-inlaw came from Boston. There was not much snow in
Boston so he was excited about doing her walk. He
also walked around the block shoveling other peoples’
walks. Barbara is not excited about the upcoming
winter’s snow. She worries about school kids
slipping on the sidewalk.
Kevin owns a Yooper scooper. It is like a giant
dustpan. He bought it in 2009. He uses it more than
his shovel but tries to use his shovel every once in
a while. The Yooper Scooper can get tough some times.
To make it easier, Kevin sprays the bottom with
cooking spray. He learned about the shovel from
Michigan tech, which is on a side of a hill and gets
lots of snow. So they use the Yooper scooper and
dump the snow into the next property. Thank you
Kevin and Barbara for letting the Murray Ave Times
do this interview.

	
  

HD Hauling
Dave Askins [a.k.a Homeless Dave], previous editor and
publisher of the Ann Arbor Chronicle has a bicycle
delivery service named HD Hauling. He has a rate of 10
dollars per basic load.
Lucy: How did you start your company?
Dave: I used to conduct regular interviews on my
backyard teeter totter and post transcripts of the
conversations on my website: Teeter Talk with
Homeless Dave. Before the interview I did with John
Weise, who is co-owner of Books by Chance, on a lark I
gave him and his regular book delivery a ride to the
post office. A bit later, I figured it might be worth
exploring the possibility of making an actual business
out of it. Books by Chance was my first client.
Lucy: How many deliveries do you do a month?
Dave: Right now it's one client bi-weekly and the
other once a month.
Lucy: What is the strangest or most interesting thing
you've hauled?
Dave: I picked up a small freezer someone had
purchased from Big George's and delivered that to
their house. I also hauled a broken kitchen stove to
Recycle Ann Arbor's drop off station.
Lucy: Have you ever declined a job?
Dave: I don't think I've ever declined a job on
account of the item that was to be hauled. I think I
might have declined some jobs on account of not having
time.

The Tree Leprechaun
By: Lucy Tobier
I noticed that trees are getting cut down on Murray.
So I talked to my good friend the tree leprechaun.
Here is an email from him.
Hi,
I am the tree leprechaun. I have the power to
save trees but sometimes my power is not strong
enough. I also have the power to talk to trees. The
trees on Murray told me they are very lonely, they
would like a BIG friend. If you don't want to plant a
tree, I understand. A tree is not easy to plant. But
if you planted a tree, I would be very happy. Here
are some suggestions for BIG trees.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

American Beech
Black Walnut
Oak
Maple
Hardy Pecan

	
  
	
  
Giving Tuesday
By Contributor Mary-Catherine Harrison
Tuesday, December 2nd is the third annual Giving
Tuesday! On this day, people all over the world will
give to causes and charities they believe in. This is
a great time to take some time off from holiday
shopping and celebrate the true spirit of the holiday
season. Get the whole family involved—each child can
pick how they want to make the world a better place!

Daisy The Dog
By: Lucy Tobier
Murray has roses, tulips, crocuses, and daffodils,
but the Johnsons’ have something no other Murray
resident has. A very special daisy. The Johnsons’
have had Daisy, a Boston terrier, for 10 years. They
got her when she was puppy from a Boston Terrier
breeder. She is named after the founder of the girl
scouts, Juliette Gordon Low. Her nickname is crazy
daisy. Daisy was Juliette’s nickname. Daisy likes
playing fetch with her ball. She also likes playing
with Rosie, the Verhey-Henke’s dog. She used to have
a hotdog and a bumble-bee outfit but she did not
like either of them. Daisy is very happy with the
Johnsons. She is a really sweet dog. Thank you Daisy
and the Johnsons for letting the Murray Ave Times
write about this great dog.

	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

Halloween Costumes This Year
What were kids this year for Halloween? A
firefighter, Flash? There were a lot of imaginative
costumes! What’s your favorite?
Lucy and Otis were bats
Linnea was a great collage.
Oscar was his cat North’s firefighter partner.
Harvey was Spiderman and his brother Clyde was
Flash.
Max was Bumblebee from Transformers.
Liam was Jed from Star wars.
Henry was a Raccoon. Close your garbage lids!
Eilie was a witch. Which witch fell for this
great costume.
Callum wore an orange morph suit.
Felix was captain fury from Captain America.
Angel was the Brazilian soccer player Pele.
Dennis was a dinosaur. ROAR.
Dillan was the magical school bus.
Tys was Steve from minecraft.
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Fruitvale: a made up story
By Linnea Verhey-Henke
In this past year Fruitvale has had some water
issues. Last year when I came to Fruitvale I could
not drink out of the tap like normal. I started my
investigation by asking the water department they
helped me by giving me a couple different kinds of
maps of Fruitvale. One was a cross section map, one
was a well map, a topographic map and a Fruitvale
map. I got them over time but I got them all by the
end of the summer. We also made a isso map and
tested 12 wells. I think that we should use LeadingEdge water treatment. This treatment will pump all
of the water from the wells that are on the boundary
of the plume it will also drill more wells after the
treatment. It will cost the city $200-400 million
dollars, and take 3 to 4 years for it to happen. I
think this is the best one because Option e will
have posable happening of the contamination and take
15 to 20 years and $400-600 million dollars. Option
f does not clean up the contamination and will take
longer but cost less. Option a will not immediately
take away contaminants take less time but cost more.
Option B may lead to air problems will take less
time but cost more money. Option c and option d I
had a hard time choosing from each one they are both
good and cost same amount of money and take the same
amount of time. My research says that this will need
to happen soon otherwise Fruitvale is in trouble.

From The Editor’s Desk
Hi everybody, Thank you for buying this issue of the
Murray Ave times. This is the first “from the
editor’s desk”. Please send us your news at
lucy.is.here.101@gmail.com or
linnea.verheyhenke@gmail.com We accept stories, ides,
recipes and any thing else that can be added to the
paper.
Thanks Lucy, your editor, and Linnea, your assistant
editor.

New Website!
Now Murray Ave times has a website. Its address is
murrayavetimes.weebly.com. There you can download
old issues of the paper for free. Issue 1 of the
Murray Ave Times is up for download. This issue
won’t be up until December.

Trivia
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Who
Who
Who
Who

Last Months answers
Who wrote How to Kill a Mocking Bird?
Harper Lee
Who was the 13th president?
Millard Fillmore
Who invented potato chips?
George Crum
This months questions
invented gum?
invented sharpies?
started the Cold War?
invented the stapler?
Answers next issue, Bye now

